CORRECTION

Correction: Understanding the Citizen Science Landscape for European Environmental Policy: An Assessment and Recommendations

Anne Turbé*, Jorge Barba†, Maite Pelacho†,‡, Shailendra Mudgal§, Lucy D. Robinson‖, Fermin Serrano-Sanz†, Francisco Sanz†, Chrisa Tsinaraki¶, Jose-Miguel Rubio** and Sven Schade‖


Correction
After publication of Turbé et al. (2019) it was brought to light that the names of two co-authors were presented incorrectly. The authors would like to correct the appearance of the name Shailendra Mugdal to Shailendra Mudgal in the author list. They would also like to correct the appearance of the name Chrysa Tsinaraki to Chrisa Tsinaraki in the author list.
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